ARIELLE
Inspired by a playfulness of pattern & texture, Arielle features a variety of styles & shapes to compliment modern & transitional settings. I wanted to portray a lightness & freshness with silhouetted lines that are layered with organic & geometric imagery. The textures flow from dark to light & light to dark, from neutrals to colors to create a mood that is soft & structured at the same time. Using freehand sketching & drawing techniques add to the harmony of abstracted contemporary design fashions & styles of modern living.

—Virginia Langley

The ARIELLE Collection features an 8x10 area rug, pattern 90948 80174 Touchstone Arielle Bronze, by Karastan. Please contact your rep or visit www.karastan.com for more information.
**Product Guide**

ARIELLE is available in Definity, PDI and CYP constructions. Each product type utilizes a different manufacturing process which can yield variations in color and texture. Please refer to the guide below for specific color information.

### Definity
Durkan’s innovative Definity technology is available in up to 12 colors and features our unique precision sculpted technology which explores and emphasizes dimensional effects.

![Definity Color Guide](image)

**Shown, right:** QTWVL51008-MW439

### PDI
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

![PDI Color Guide](image)

**Shown, right:** VL52371-MW439

### CYP
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.

![CYP Color Guide](image)

**Shown, right:** UTVL50998-MW439

---

C: Cut, L: Loop, LL: Lower Loop, DD: Double Density
Also available in CYP & Definity
VL50986-MW439
6’ (w) X 6’ (l)

VL50988-MW439
6’ (w) X 6’ (l)

Also available in CYP & Definity
VL52372-MW439
6' (w) X 6' (l)

VL50992-MW439
6' (w) X 6' (l)
VL50991-MW439
6’ (w) X 6’ (l)

Also available in CYP & Definity
VL50990-MW439
6' (w) x 6' (l)

VL50993-MW439
6' (w) x 6' (l)
VL50982-MW439
6’ (w) x 9’ (l)
Corridor

Also available in CYP & Definity
ARIELLE Collection
By Virginia Langley
ARIELLE Collection
By Virginia Langley
QWYL51010-MW439
6’ (w) X 9’ (l)
QTWVL51007-MW439
6’ (w) X 9’ (l) Corridor

QWVL51011-MW439
15’ (w) X 15’ (l)
QWVL51197-MW439
6” (w) x 9” (l)
Corridor
ARIELLE by Virginia Langley features styles offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI and CYP. Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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